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In an effort to overcome this loss of power which oc
curs each time a satellite passes into the shadow cast by‘

IONOSPHERIC BATTERY

Leslie G. Smith, Waltham, Mass., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to the United States of America as repre
sented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration

Filed Mar. 9, 19.62, Ser. No. 178,721
11 Claims. (Cl. 310—5)
This invention relates to a method and apparatus for

tapping the enormous reservoir of energy existing in the
ionosphere and more particularly for furnishing electrical
power to space vehicles.

the earth or some other heavenly body, a storage battery
of the wet cell type was added to the vehicle. While the
satellite is in the sunlight the solar battery powers the
various electrical circuits and charges the storage battery
so that, once the sunlight is no longer available,.the stor
age battery can be switched on to furnish the necessary
electrical power to the vehicle. While this combined sys
tem functions satisfactorily, there is added to the already

existing problems of weight, size and‘ electrolyte leakage
the problem of incorporating a battery charging and
switch-over system between. the solar and storage bat

Within recent years various space probes and space
teries. The addition of this type of system to the power
vehicles such as satellites have been launched by man in
source is undesirable since it adds unduly to the com
15
an effort to learn more about the earth and the solar
plexity, sensitivity and cost‘ of the space vehicle.
system within which he lives. Each of these various space
According to the present invention, it has‘ been found
craft has employed numerous electrical circuits which are
that some of the foregoing disadvantages of space ve
utilized to detect and transmit back to earth certain in
hicle power sources can be overcome by employing an
formation ascertained by the craft as it moves through
ionospheric type battery which utilizes the ionosphere or
space. In view of the presence of such electrical circuits, 20 other ionized medium existing in outer space as a sup
some source of electrical power must be made available
plemental source of energy. Since power is a scarce com

whereby these circuits can be energized.

In the past there

modity essential for the operation of the space vehicle.
and for the proper functioning of its experiments, any
by space vehicles for energizing these circuits, namely, (1) 25 means for supplying additional power while adding only
conventional storage batteries, (2) solar batteries and,(3)
slightly to the weight of the vehicle, increases the ef
a combination of the conventional storage and solar bat
?ciency and life of the space vehicle. Although it has
teries. Although these various electrical power sources
been known‘ for some time that the ionosphere contains
have been three main sources of electrical power carried

have functioned with some degree of success each has
an enormous reservoir of energy in the form of excited
certain serious limitations which cannot be readily over 30 and ionized atoms and molecules, no practical method
come.

In the ?rst instance, the conventional storage battery

has heretofore been found whereby this energy could be
utilized as a source of power for earth satellites even

may be of either the wet or dry type but, due to its superior
though much thought‘ has been given to this problem.
storage capacity, the wet cell type is used nearly exclu
The operation of the present invention‘ is based upon the
sively in space vehicles. This additional storage capacity 35 discovery that the ionosphere can be utilized as a part
of the wet cell battery is of great importance since the
of supplemental power source for the load circuit in a
useful life of the vehicle is usually dependent upon the
space vehicle when said vehicle is equipped with electrodes
proper operation of its electrical circuits which are, in
having different Work functions which, in turn, are elec
turn, directly dependent upon the capacity and life of
trically connected‘ through the load circuit.
.
the available power source. Use in space vehicles of a 40
Accordingly, a primary object of this invention is to
storage battery that utilizes a liquid electrolyte presents
provide a method of‘ producing electrical power from»
several problems that have not been completely solved,
ionized media existing in nature.
however, nor is there any apparent solution to some of
Another object of this invention is to provide a sim
these problems. For example, to increase the output ca
ple, highly reliable supplemental power source for space
pacity of the battery and thereby extend the useful life of
vehicles.
the satellite a greater amount of electrolyte must be carried
Yet another object of this invention is to provide an
by the battery. But to increase the quantity of electrolyte
ionospheric battery for use by satellites.
carried by the battery results in both an increase in size
Still another object of this invention is to provide an
and weight of the power source and space vehicle which
ionospheric battery which utilizes the ionosphere as an
cannot, in most instances, be tolerated. Furthermore, the 50 electrolyte.
electrolyte may not function correctly if it is subjected to
A further object of this invention is to provide a sup
the extreme conditions of space such as, for example, the
changes in temperature that are normally encountered.
Thus, to insure the proper operation of the wet cell battery

plemental power source for space vehicles that will op
erate when shielded from the sun.
Yet a further object of this invention is to provide a
55
involved in powering a space vehicle and to prevent any
power source for a satellite‘ that is light and inexpensive

leakage that might occur should the battery be damaged,
some shielding or insulating of the battery is usually in
volved which, needless to say, adds materially to the cost
and'weight of the vehicle.
To overcome the space, weight and leakage problems
encountered when storage batteries of the conventional
wet cell type are used, space engineers have turned to the

recently developed solar cell or battery which converts

to produce.
Another object of this invention is to provide a satel
lite with various shaped electrodes constructed of metals

having different contact potentials.
These and further objects and advantages of‘ this in
vention will become more apparent upon reference to the

following description, claims and the appended drawings
wherein:

the light rays received from the sun directly into electrical
FIGURE 1 is a cross sectional view of an orbiting
energy. While these solar batteries do not require any 65 satellite equipped with a power source constructed in
type of electroylte and are, therefore, relatively light in‘
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven
comparison to the wet cell storage battery, they are ex
tion; and
pensive and their inherent principle of operation presents
FIGURE 2 is a view in partial section of an orbiting
one problem which cannot be overcome, namely, the
satellite equipped with a power source constructed in
inability of the solar cell to produce power while the 70 accordance with a second embodiment of the present
space vehicle is shaded from the sun such as occurs when

a satellite is in the shadow cast by the earth.

invention.
With continuing reference to the‘ accompanying draw
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ings wherein like reference numerals designate similar
parts throughout the various views, and with initial at

power desired, the material readily available for con

tention directed to the embodiment of FIGURE 1, refer

to damage or destruction when exposed to the environ
mental conditions existing in space, and various other
considerations that will be readily apparent to a worker

ence numeral 10 is used to generally designate a space

satellite which is orbiting or otherwise passing through an
ionized layer or medium such as, for example, the iono

structing the electrodes, the susceptibility of the material

sphere which surrounds the earth. As is well known,

in the battery ?eld.
While the electrodes 16-18 used in the ionospheric bat

the ionosphere contains an enormous number of ex
cited and ionized atoms and molecules which are gen

tery of FIGURE 1 have been described as rods or whip
like elements it is to be realized that the electrodes may

erated or produced when the gasses surrounding the earth 10 take other shapes. By way of example, a plurality of
flat, plate-like electrodes 36-38 are shown mounted on
are subjected to bombardment by high energy particles
and rays such as, for example, ultra-violet or cosmic rays

that originate throughout the solar system. Although
these various ionized particles created by this bombard
ment are invisible to the eye they are represented pic

a satellite in FIGURE 2.

These electrodes are con

structed of materials having different contact potentials
and are insulated from the outer surface 14 of the satel
15 lite when this is necessary by an insulative layer 40 of

any suitable material having the desired insulative prop
erties under the severe conditions existing in space. The
use of these plate electrodes 36-38 has the advantage of
surface 14 which may be constructed of metal, ceramic
increasing the surface area exposed to the ionized medi
or any other like material which is suitable for space
vehicles of this type. As seen in FIGURE 1, a plurality 20 um thus permitting a larger output current to be produced
without the necessity of using excessively long electrodes
of electrically conductive electrodes 16-18, which are
as might be the case if the rod electrodes of FIGURE 1
shown in the form of rods and are constructed of ma

torially by the various dots 12 for purposes of clarity.

The satellite 10 consists of an envelope or outer skin

terials having different contact potentials (work func

were used.

losing their insulative and sealing qualities.

and of materials having di?erent contact potential thus

The output current of the battery is dependent upon
tions), are mounted in a spaced relationship in the medi
um 12 through apertures 20 in the envelope 14 of the 25 the degree to which the medium is ionized and to the
extent that the electrode surface area is exposed to the
satellite. In order to prevent a leak from occurring be
medium. An increase in either results in an increase in
tween the normally pressurized interior 22 of the satel
the ef?ciency of the battery. From an analysis of various
lite and the ionosphere, which is a near vacuum, and to
experiments it is expected that a current of about two
insulate the electrodes in case a metal is used for the
microamps per cm? of electrode surface at a potential of
envelope 14, vacuum tight insulator feed-through ele
one volt would be produced if the satellite is orbiting in
ments 24 are ?tted around the electrodes 16-18 and are
the ionosphere at an altitude of approximately 350 km.
securely mounted within the aperture 20. These feed
and electrodes of gold and platinum are used.
through elements may be of any suitable type so long as
It will also be readily apparent that the envelope of
they are constructed to withstand the changes in en
vironmental conditions encountered in space without 35 the satellite itself could be constructed in sectional form

eliminating the necessity of attaching different electrodes
Carried within the cavity or interior 22 of the satel
to the satellite or the slight increase in weight necessarily
lite 10 is a load circuit 26 which may be, for example,
involved. Of course the various sections of material
a transmitter or any other electrical device that requires
a source of electrical power for its proper operation. The 40 making up the envelope of the satellite would have to be
insulated from one another to prevent electrical shorting
load circuit 26 is mounted to the interior wall of the

from occurring.
satellite by suitable means (not shown) and has its posi
It will be apparent from the foregoing that the power
tive and negative power input terminals 28-30 con
source of this invention is extremely light, rugged and
nected to the various electrodes 16-18 respectively, by
suitable electrical conductors 32-34.
45 involves a minimum of cost to construct. By using the
vast natural reservoir of energy existing in the form of
The overall principle and operation of the ionospheric
ionized gases for producing the electrical power nec
battery in relationship to the satellite 10 can be explained
essary to energize the various electrical circuits of a space
substantially in the following manner. While the satellite
vehicle a practically inde?nite source of electrical power
remains on earth prior to its being hurled into or through
is made available to the vehicle. An ionospheric bat
tery constructed in accordance with this invention is also
much more reliable in operation than other heretofore
ticles are present. Thus, no current will ?ow through
known power sources since no liquid electrolyte is in
the load circuit 26. However, once the satelllite is
launched and it enters an ionized medium a potential
volved which can leak, deteriorate or otherwise become
difference will be established between the electrodes 55 spent, nor is the operation of the battery dependent upon
16-18 and an electrical current will begin to ?ow through
its position in relationship to a source of light.
The invention may be embodied in other speci?c forms
the load circuit’ 26. This difference in electrical potential
without departing from the spirit or essential character
that exists between the electrodes 16-18 while the satel
lite is in an ionized medium is attributed to the fact that
istics thereof. The present embodiments are therefore
the electrodes 16 are constructed of a material having a 60 to be considered in all respect as illustrative and not
different contact potential or work function from that
restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by
of the electrodes 18. This difference in contact po
the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip
tential between the electrodes 16-18 will result in the
tion, and all changes which come within the meaning and
free electrons of the ionized medium being collected on
range of equivalency of the claims are therefore intended
one group of electrodes, for example the electrodes 16, 65 to be embraced therein.
while the positive ions produced when the gas is ionized
What is claimed and desired to be secured by United
will be collected on the other electrodes 18. With the
States Letters Patent is:
electrodes 16 charged to a negative potential in rela
1. A space vehicle equipped with a generator of elec
tionship to electrodes 18, a predetermined amount of
trical energy operable in the ionosphere as a supple
current will ?ow through the load circuit 26 and can thus 70 mental source of potential for a load thereof, said gen
an ionized medium, the electrodes 16-18 are at sub

stantially the same potential since very few ionized par

be utilized to power an electrical circuit such as the trans—

erator comprising at least two electrode means on said

mitter mentioned above.
The exact material from which the two types of elec

vehicle and positioned to contact said ionosphere when
said vehicle is in said ionosphere, said two electrode

trodes 16 and 13 are constructed will depend upon sev

means each having different contact potentials, one of

eral factors such as, for example, the amount of output

said two electrode means being gold and the other being
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platinum, and electrical connector means connecting said
two electrode means to said load.

2. Apparatus for generating electrical energy from the
ionosphere comprising, a pair of spaced electrode means
having di?ierent contact potentials positioned to contact
said ionosphere so that a direct-current electric potential
is established between said electrode means, load circuit
means, and means electrically connecting said load cir
cuit means to said electrode means whereby said load
circuit means is powered by the direct-current electrical 10

potential existing between said electrodes.
3. Apparatus for generating electrical energy from the

ionosphere comprising, carrier means, a ?rst electrode
having a ?rst contact potential mounted on said carrier
means, a second electrode having a second contact po

having different contact potentials, said electrode means
passing through said apertures, means in said aperture
for insulating said electrode means from said envelope,
and electrical conductor means connected between said
electrode means and said electrical load means whereby

said electrical load means is energized by the direct
current electric potential established when said electrode
means passes through an ionized medium.

10. A space satellite comprising an envelope, an elec
trical load circuit carried in said envelope, a power supply
for said electrical load circuit comprising a ?rst elec
trode having a ?rst contact potential connected to said

electrical load circuit and extending through said en
velope and a second electrode having a second contact
15 potential connected to said electrical load circuit and

tential spaced from said ?rst electrode and mounted on
said carrier means, said ?rst and second electrodes being
positioned on said carrier means so that they will be in

contact with said ionosphere when said apparatus is

extending through said envelope, said ?rst and second
electrodes being insulated from one another so that said

electrical load circuit is powered by the direct-current
electric potential established by said ?rst and second elec

placed in the ionosphere so that a direct-current electric 20 trodes coming in contact with an ionized medium.
potential is established between said ?rst and second
11. The method of powering electrical circuit means
electrodes, and an electrical load circuit connected be
carried by a space vehicle comprising the steps of posi
tween said ?rst and second electrodes, said load circuit
tioning ?rst and second electrode means having differ
being powered by the direct-current potential produced
ent work functions ‘on said vehicle, passing said vehicle
by said ?rst and second electrodes.
25 through the ionosphere so that said ?rst and second
4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said ?rst
electrode means are in contact therewith and produce a
and second electrodes extend away from said carrier
direct-current potential between them, and connecting
means.
said ?rst and second electrodes to said electrical circuit
5. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said ?rst
means by means of electrical connector means, whereby
and second electrodes form a portion of said carrier 30 said direct-current potential is made available for oper
means.

ating said circuit.

6. In a space vehicle adapted to pass through ionized
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a load circuit whereby said circuit receives a source of
direct-current as said space vehicle passes through said 40
ionized areas.

7. In a space vehicle according to claim 6 wherein
said electrode means are rod shaped.
8. In a space vehicle according to claim 6 wherein
45
said electrode means are plate shaped.

9. A satellite comprising an envelope, electrical load
means carried in said envelope, apertures extending
through said envelope at spaced points, electrode means
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